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Game Plans Do Vary
Should your game plan change with how you’re playing on the

day or should it always be to the standard you are trying to achieve?

REPLY
You set out with a game plan and a measured role for each of the

players in the team, any team format.
After five ends an evaluation is required - skip, this is your skill in

game and situation awareness.
You need to know by seeing who in our team, even the whole team, is

performing below our anticipated A plan level and might be at either the B
or even C level of performance.

Gauging the scoreboard, the skip may persevere another five ends
with our plan and objectives, however, after 10 ends an evaluation is a
guarantee as we are now halfway if it is a 21-end pennant competition.

Okay, our game plan and our team is not working.
We are not applying game plan A. Part of the skip training to apply on

the day is a resort to a game plan B or even a game plan C if you had tried B
unsuccessfully.

But whatever you do, skip, don’t continue with that losing game plan
A. and that means using the four of you in a somewhat different approach.

Be it a new use of one, two three or all four players.
When a plane is in a spin a pilot needs to plateau to ensure it does not

plummet into the ground.
The pilot levels off before aiming skyward again.
No different in game plan methodology applied by a switched on skip.
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Pennant fours team rink% Statistics standards: the figure in brackets is the number bowls deemedMat Length (ML) or effective delivery from a total of 42 bowls deliveredover 21 ends as accepted pennant performance objective at stated levels.
Pennant competition level LEAD 2nd third skip
Premier league 50 (21) 50 (21) 45 (19) 45 (19)
Division 1. 40 (17) 40 (17) 33 (14) 33 (14)
Division 2 36 (15) 36 (15) 30 (12) 30 (12)
Division 3. 33 (14) 33 (14) 26 (11) 26 (11)
Division 4 32 (13) 32 (13) 30 (12) 30 (12)
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